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SPORTS
BETTING



MONEYLINES

WHAT IS THE MONEYLINE?

The term moneyline is a type of bet that simply focuses on the  
outright winner of a game. If you are betting on the moneyline, your  
only focus is who will win the game outright with no point spread or  
handicap involved.

If you’re referring to the moneyline odds, those are frequently seen  
across the sportsbook next to point spreads, totals and many other  
types of lines. In many ways, “the moneyline” is just a synonym for  
the word “odds”.

WHERE MONEYLINES BETS ARE THE PRIMARY OPTIONS

Moneylines are the primary betting option in a number of sports.  
In sports like baseball and hockey, that’s the main way the betting  
goes as players simply decide which team will win the game. There is 
spread betting with runlines and pucklines, but that is a distant second 
behind moneylines.

In fight sports, moneylines are the main way of wagering. You’ll see two 
fighters with moneylines next to their name. The same goes for tennis.

WHERE MONEYLINES BETS ARE THE SECONDARY OPTIONS

In sports like football and basketball, the moneyline is considered as the 
secondary option next to point spreads. Points spreads are the way that 
most people get their action in on basketball betting and football betting 
because the payouts are near doubling your money and it’s a fun way to 
handicap the game. Betting the moneyline in those sports is less popular 
because you might have some big mismatches and then it becomes too 
challenging to have faith in the underdog winning outright or too costly  
to bet the favorite.
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POINT SPREAD BETTING

WHAT IS SPREAD BETTING?

The point spread is meant to make things a little more equal, in the  
sense that you assign a certain number of points to a team/side that  
isn’t as strong as the one they’re playing. In moneyline betting, all you  
have to do is pick a winner. However, in some sports where there is a  
clear mismatch – let’s say a big, established college football program 
versus a small university– the outright outcome is very obvious. That’s 
where the point spread comes in. If the perceived better team has to win 
by, say, 20 points, that makes the decision much more challenging and  
the matchup on the field much more fair.

POINT SPREADS IN FOOTBALL/BASKETBALL

These are the sports in which point spreads are more relevant. The  
best way to show you what a point spread is with an example, so let’s  
take one from the NFL. A successful team like the Green Bay Packers  
might play a lower caliber team like the Jacksonville Jaguars, but the 
spread might favor the Jaguars by seven points because they’re better. 
That would read as the Packers -7 while the Jaguars would be +7. This 
means the Packers have to beat the Jaguars by more than seven points, 
while the Jaguars need to win outright or lose by less than seven in order 
to win. If the outcome lands exactly on seven points, that’s known as a 
push and the game is a tie (you get your money back). It works the exact 
same way in basketball.

POINT SPREADS IN HOCKEY/BASEBALL

Point spreads aren’t as popular in these sports, but it’s still possible  
to make a wager. Puck lines are for betting hockey and run lines are  
for betting baseball, but there is a standard line for both: 1.5. You’ll  
see one team is either -1.5 as the favorite, or +1.5 as the underdog.  
What this means is, for the favorite, they have to win by more than 1.5 
goals (by two), and the underdog has to lose by less than 1.5 goals or  
win outright. So they could lose by one and you would win. It is the same 
for run lines in baseball, and again, the line is usually 1.5 either way.



POINT SPREADS IN SOCCER

Point spreads are similar to football and basketball but much smaller 
handicap wise. Teams that are favored usually will be -.5, -1, -1.5, or -2 or 
more depending how big of a favorite they are. This means the favorite 
would have to win by more than the spread and the underdog would have 
to lose by less than the spread or win outright.

POINT SPREAD IN TENNIS

Finally, the point spread in tennis is all about how many games a player will 
win. So let’s go with Serena Williams as the favorite over Maria Sharapova. 
Williams might be at -3.5 for this match, which means she has to win more 
games overall. If she wins something like, 6-4, 6-4, that means she wins 
12 games to eight for Sharapova; the difference is four, so that means she 
wins. You don’t see a lot of point-spread betting in tennis, but it spices 
things up a little bit when the moneyline odds get very large.
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OVER/UNDER BETTING (TOTALS)

WHAT IS OVER/UNDER?

There are two main options when you’re betting on sports: betting the point 
spread or betting the Over Under – also known as “totals”. When you bet 
the Over Under, you don’t care who wins the game, all you are focusing on 
is the combined score of the two teams at the end of the game. Here is a 
quick guide to over under betting in different sports.

OVER/UNDER IN BASEBALL

When you’re betting on totals in baseball, you’ll likely see numbers anywhere 
from 6.5-12 for the most part. If the number is around seven runs, that means 
you’re looking at a pitcher’s duel. A number like 12 usually means it’s two bad 
pitchers on the mound and two potent offenses.

One thing to remember with baseball totals is that the home team does not 
bat in the ninth inning if they’re holding a lead and the game ends after 8.5 
innings. That becomes a factor in many cases as an under bettor might be 
happy for the home team to stay in the lead and not show up in the ninth 
whereas an over bettor might hope that the road team can tie it and force the 
home team to come to bat, so that they can get some extra runs on the board.

OVER UNDER IN BASKETBALL

When you’re betting on totals in the NBA, expect to see numbers in the 
neighborhood of 210. A game that’s projected to be low-scoring might see 
a total of 190 whereas a high-scoring game could see a total of 230. In 
college, the numbers are much lower. You might see totals from 120-150, 
roughly speaking. Remember that they have a longer shot clock and the 
games are shorter, so there is less scoring.

OVER UNDER IN FOOTBALL

Totals in football focus on the combined score of the two teams. Usually, 
an NFL game that’s deemed to be low-scoring will see a total in the range 
of 40-45 points. A game that’s deemed to be a shootout will have a total 
in the range of 50-55 points. In some cases, the numbers could be higher. 
For example, in college football, the total for a high-scoring game would be 
somewhere in the 70’s or even 80’s.



There are a number of factors to consider when betting the total: venue, 
weather and style of play. If it’s snowing and windy, you’d probably want 
to consider the under. If it’s a team that runs the hurry-up offense and is 
playing indoors on turf, then you might want to consider the over. Other 
factors to consider are injuries, what is on the line for the teams and rest.

OVER UNDER IN MMA/BOXING SPORTS

Totals in UFC and boxing are a little bit different than other sports  
because they hone in on the length of the fight. You’re still betting an  
over/under, but it’s not the combined score of the two sides. Here you’ll  
see a round set by the odds makers and you have to decide whether the 
fight will go over – or longer – than that set round or whether it will go 
under – or shorter – the set round. If you feel the fight will end quickly 
via a knockout, you’d bet the under. If you think it will go to the judge’s 
scorecards, you would bet the over.

OVER UNDER IN HOCKEY

If you’re examining totals in hockey, you’ll likely see the numbers 5 or 5.5. 
There are times when there’s a 4.5 or a 6, but those are rare instances. A 
line of five indicates that the game is expected to be low-scoring whereas 
5.5 is the typical line.

In hockey, remember that if the game goes to overtime, you’re going to 
have one goal added to the total. Either a team will score in overtime or 
someone will win in the shootout, which means one goal will be given to  
the winning side. Each individual goal in the shootout does not count 
towards the total.

OVERTIME

Remember that overtime is included when it comes to totals. That can  
often throw things for a loop. For example, let’s say you handicapped an 
NBA game to go under. The set total was 200 and after four quarters, the 
two teams have only combined for 188 points, so you’re a winner, right?  
Not necessarily. If the score is 94-94, then the two teams will go to  
overtime to decide the game and whatever is scored in the extra frame  
or frames will be added to the total.
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PARLAY BETTING

The vast majority of the time, sports betting is about one outcome: you 
either pick one side to win or the other. If your team wins, you win your bet. 
If they lose, you lose. However, there’s a type of bet that’s called a parlay 
that relies on two or more outcomes.

WHAT IS A PARLAY?

A parlay is when you tie multiple selections into one bet. Of course,  
you could be on just one outcome at a time but with a parlay, you need  
to win all of your outcomes to cash your bet. Let’s say you decided to play  
a four-game parlay with the following teams:

1. Minnesota Vikings -4.5 2. Chicago Bears -2.5

3. Denver Broncos +10 4. Kansas City Chiefs PK

With this four game parlay, every single selection that you added to it  
has to win for you to win your parlay. If any of these games were to lose,  
then you lose your entire parlay.

BENEFIT OF PARLAY BETTING?

The benefit of a parlay is the payout. Parlays are popular because you  
can bet a small amount and win a big one. Going back to our example 
above, if you bet any one of those games at -110 or 1.91, then you’d win  
less than double your money. For $100, that’s $191 (roughly speaking).  
However, if you played a four-game parlay and won it, then your $100  
would pay out $1330. That’s a much bigger win.

RISKS OF PARLAY BETTING?

The risks with parlays are quite obvious: they lose most of the time. In 
sports betting, it’s tough enough to pick winners on a consistent basis.  
At -110, a winning percentage of 55% or 56% makes you a winner in the 
long run. However, if that’s success in sports betting, then it makes it  
really hard to hit a four-game parlay. If your odds are 50/50 to hit the  
first bet, then they’re cut to 25% once you play a two-game parlay, 12.5% 
once you play a three-gamer and 6.75% once you play a fourth. That’s a 
minuscule chance of winning.



TEASER BET

Sometimes it’s hard to make a decision when you’re handicapping a  
football or basketball game. The oddsmakers make a tough line and it’s 
challenging to pick a side. However, you can move those lines via a teaser 
bet. Although they’re not available in hockey or baseball, teasers give 
you the opportunity to shift the betting odds so that you can get a better 
number to your liking.

WHAT IS A TEASER BET?

A teaser is a type of bet that allows you to shift a point spread in  
your favor. As a result, you have to give back a portion of your payout.  
You also have to tease at least two games together, making it into a parlay. 
Here’s an example:

1. Minnesota Vikings +3 2. Chicago Bears -3

3. Denver Broncos +6.5 4. Kansas City Chiefs -6.5

If you wanted to bet on one of these games, then it’s simple: just pick  
a side. However, if you want to play a teaser, you are forced to play a  
parlay but you get to shift the line by a certain amount for both bets.  
Some teasers are as small as six points and can go as high as 14 or even  
20 (in rare instances). Let’s say you liked Minnesota and Denver from the 
above two games, if you played a six-point teaser, you would move both 
lines in your favor and create a two-game parlay out of them. That means 
you’d have Minnesota +9 instead of +3 AND Denver -0.5 in a two-game 
teaser. Both would have to cover their new spreads for you to win. When 
you start getting into 10 point teasers, you’ll usually need to parlay at least 
three games together. 

In terms of your payout structure, that completely changes.  
Again, remember that you’re getting a benefit by receiving points.  
As a result, since your chances of winning increase, you’ll have to take  
on risk elsewhere (smaller payout, playing a parlay).
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FOOTBALL

To bet on football, tell the ticket writer the bet number of the team you 
wish to bet, with the point spread and the amount you wish to wager. The 
payout, unless stated otherwise, is figured at odds of 10/11. This means 
that a wager of $11 would win $10 and return $21.

This is called a straight bet. A straight bet is the most common type of 
football bet.

The point spread: When betting on football, the team you bet on must 
“cover the spread.” This means the team must win or not lose by a 
predetermined margin of points.

Example:

The Vikings’ odds are -180, meaning an $18 bet would win $10 for a 
return of $28. The Broncos’ odds are +160, meaning a $10 bet would win 
$16 for a return of $26.

Football Parlays: More than one team on the same bet.

You may combine several teams into one wager. All teams and/or totals 
must cover the point spread to win the bet. Odds and the number of 
teams vary from casino to casino. 

Any game that results in a push reduces the parlay by one team. A two-
team parlay would become a straight bet.

Parlay Cards: These offer the potential for huge returns while betting 
as little as $2.

Sports books offer a number of different cards, each one having 
different rules. Rules for parlay cards are placed on the back of each 
card. Read them carefully before wagering. The cards are simple to fill 
out. Simply darken the boxes, or circles, that apply to the teams you 
wish to parlay. Then darken the amount you want to bet.

Football Teasers: A wager that improves the point spread, but at 
reduced odds.

BET NO.

101 BRONCOS  40 +160

102 VIKINGS -6  -180

TEAM LINE TOTAL MONEY LINE



Teasers can not be straight bets.

“Teasing” the point spread is done by adding points to an underdog or 
by subtracting points from a favorite. This increases the probability of 
winning your bet but decreases the odds of the parlay. Odds and the 
number of points available to “tease” will vary.

Sports books offer bettors the opportunity to wager on 
the outcome of a season — for example, which team will 
win the Super Bowl or the Stanley Cup or the American 
League pennant. This is known as “futures book” or 
“future book” betting.

As an illustration, let’s look at Super Bowl futures. Sports 
books list each NFL team with corresponding odds to win 
the Super Bowl. For example, the Ravens may be 5-1, the 
Vikings 12-1, the Lions 100-1, etc. If you place $10 on the 
Vikings and they go on to win the Super Bowl, you collect 
$120 plus your $10 back for a total payoff of $130. It does 
not matter whether your team covers the point spread in 
the Super Bowl. For the purposes of future book betting, 
the team has to win only the Super Bowl.

When you make a futures bet, your odds are “locked.” That 
means if you bet the Vikings at 12-1, you will get paid off at 
12-1 odds, even if the sports book later adjusts the odds (to 
6-1, for instance).

Another form of futures betting involves the over/under 
on the number of games a particular team will win in the 
regular season. This type of wager is typically found on 
pro football and major league baseball, and sometimes 
on pro basketball. For example, the over/under on the 
Cubs may be 93 wins. If the Cubs go on to win 94 or more 
games, the “over” is a winner. If they win 92 or fewer 
games, the “under” is a winner. If they win exactly 93, the 
bet is a push and tickets are refunded.
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BASEBALL

To bet on baseball, tell the ticket writer the bet number of the team you 
wish to bet and the amount you wish to wager.

If your team wins the game, you win. The payout varies according to the 
odds posted. Baseball odds are shown using a “Money Line.”

The Money Line: Odds for a game based on $1. A “minus” (-) preceding 
the number indicates the team is a favorite. A “plus” (+) preceding the 
number indicates the team is an underdog.

Example:

Note: The bottom team is always listed as the home team unless otherwise noted.

The Braves’ odds are -120, meaning a $12 bet would win $10, for a return 
of $22. The Twins’ odds are +110, meaning a $10 bet would win $11, for a 
return of $21.

On Today’s Line we use a different format, the idea is the same. You will 
not find the odds for the Underdog. The Underdog’s odds are based on 
what the casino has for its line. Most use a “Dime Line” or something 
close to that.

 Dime Line:  20 cent line:

 Braves -120  Braves -130

 Twins +110  Twins+110

Here are two more examples of a dime line and a 20-cent line. See 
whether you can tell them apart.

 Braves -105  Braves -120

 Twins -105  Twins Even

BET NO.

301

PITCHER LISTED IS STARTING PITCHER

TWINS MAEDA +110 7.5 OVER -110

302 BRAVES MORTON -120  UNDER -110

TEAM PITCHER ODDS TOTAL MONEY LINE
FOR TOTAL



You can arrive at the underdog’s price by looking at the favorite’s line. 
Dime lines are slowly disappearing as sports books look to make a larger 
profit during what is traditionally the slowest betting season. Several 
books still offer dime lines.

Money lines change constantly. The listed money line the time you make 
your bet may be different from the money line when the game starts. The 
listed line on your ticket is your official odds, unless the starting pitcher is 
changed. This is explained later.

Total: Total runs scored in a game. Also called the over/under.

You may wager that the total score of the game will be more or less than 
the number listed. It makes no difference which team wins. Simply add the 
final scores of each team. The payout, unless stated otherwise, is figured 
at odds of 10/11. (-110)

 Note: When betting a total, these rules apply:

 (a) The game must go nine innings, or 8 1/2 innings if the home team wins.

 (b) Both listed pitchers must start the game.

 If either doesn’t happen, the bet is refunded.

 All runs scored in extra innings count in over/under bets.

BASEBALL RUN LINES

The run line: a point spread of 1 1/2 given to a baseball game.

A favorite must win by 2 runs or more, or the underdog must either:

 (a) Win the game.     (b) Must lose by only one run.

The payout varies according to the money line odds assigned to  
each outcome.

Example:
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BET NO.

301 TWINS MAEDA +110 7.5

+1.5

OVER -110

-180

302 BRAVES MORTON -120  

-1.5

UNDER -110

+160

TEAM PITCHER TOTAL

RUN LINE

MONEY LINE
FOR TOTAL

MONEY LINE
FOR RUN LINE

MONEY 
LINE

BASEBALL
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BASEBALL

The Braves must win by 2 runs; a $10 bet would win $16, and return $26.  
The Twins must not lose by 2 runs; an $18 bet would win $10, and return $28.

 Note: Same rules apply to run line bets as totals.

 (a) The game must go nine innings, or 8 1/2 innings if the home team wins.

 (b) Both listed pitchers must start the game.

 If either doesn’t happen, the bet is refunded.

BASEBALL PARLAYS

You may combine several teams into one wager. All teams must win to  
win the bet.

Baseball parlays are figured out by calculating the payout for the first 
game, based on the money line, then applying that amount to the next 
game, and so-forth.

If a game is postponed for any reason, the parlay reduces by one team. 
The bet is treated as if the postponed game were never included in  
the parlay.

Here’s an example of how to figure out a baseball parlay: 

LISTED PITCHER(S) OPTION

When making a baseball bet, you are betting team vs. team. You have the 
option to specify that either or both listed pitchers must start the game.

Since baseball odds are determined on starting pitchers, any late pitching 
changes often force an adjustment in the odds. This will increase or 
decrease the payout on a winning ticket. However, if you list starting 
pitchers, and your pitcher doesn’t start, then the bet is refunded.

AMOUNT
WAGERED

$10 +120 -130 -150

$10 x 2.20 x 1.77 x 1.67

ODDS FOR
TEAM 1

ODDS FOR
TEAM 2

ODDS FOR 
TEAM 3
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BASKETBALL

To bet on basketball, tell the ticket writer the bet number of the team you 
wish to bet, with the point spread, and the amount you wish to wager. 
The payout, unless stated otherwise, is figured at odds of 10/11. This 
means that a wager of $11 would win $10 and return $21.

This is called a straight bet.

The Point Spread: When betting on basketball, the team you bet on 
must “cover the spread.” This means the team must win or not lose by a 
predetermined margin of points.

Example: 

Note: The bottom team is always listed as the home team unless otherwise noted.

The point spread is always placed to the immediate right of the team 
that is favored. In this example, if you bet the Wolves, the Wolves must 
win by 4 points for you to win your bet. If you bet the Lakers, any of the 
following will declare you a winner.

 (a) The Lakers win the game.

 (b) The Lakers lose the game by not more than 3 points.

If the Wolves win by exactly 3 points then the wager is declared a push 
and all money is refunded.

Point spreads change constantly. The listed point spread the time you 
make your bet may be different from the point spread when the game 
starts. The point spread that is listed on your ticket is your official 
spread.

Total: Total points scored in a game. Also called the over/under.

You may wager that the total score of the game will be more or less than 
the number listed. It makes no difference which team covers the spread. 
Simply add the final score of each team. The payout, unless stated 
otherwise, is figured at odds of 10/11. (-110)

BET NO.

201 WOLVES -3

202 LAKERS  198

TEAM LINE TOTAL
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BASKETBALL

Basketball Parlays: More than one team on the same bet.

You may combine several teams into one wager. All teams and/or totals 
must cover the point spread to win the bet. Odds and the number of teams 
vary from casino to casino. 

Any game that results in a push reduces the parlay by one team. A two-
team parlay would become a straight bet.

Basketball Teasers: A wager that improves the point spread, but at 
reduced odds.

“Teasing” the point spread is done by adding points to an underdog or 
by subtracting points from a favorite. This increases the probability of 
winning your bet but decreases the odds of the parlay. Odds and the 
number of points available to “tease” vary from casino to casino.

BEAT THE BUZZER!
Text “BETKOTA” to 72727



AUTO RACING

Betting on auto racing has exploded in popularity everywhere in recent 
years, and its appeal continues to grow.

The structure of betting on auto racing is similar to that of golf. The most 
basic wager involves picking the winner of a race. Typically a sports book 
will list 20 or more individual drivers along with a field (all others) option, 
at various odds.

For example, Kyle Larson may be listed at 4-1, Chase Elliott at 15-1, Kyle 
Busch at 100-1, etc. If you bet $10 on Elliott 15-1 and he goes on to win the 
race, you win $150 plus your $10 back, for a total payoff of $160.

Auto racing matchup propositions also are available, in which two drivers 
are paired against each other in a head-to-head wager, with a betting line 
on each driver set by the oddsmaker. The driver with the better finish in 
the race wins the matchup. (Both drivers must start for action.)

For example, a matchup may pit Denny Hamlin (minus 145) against Kevin 
Harvick (plus 125). If you bet $145 on the favored Hamlin, the payoff 
would be $100 plus your $145 back, for a total of $245. If you bet $100 
on the underdog Harvick, the payoff would be $125 plus your $100 back, 
for a total of $225.
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ODDS

MONEY LINE

4-1

-145

100-1

KYLE LARSON

DENNY HAMLIN

KYLE BUSCH

15-1

+125

CHASE ELLIOTT

KEVIN HARVICK

DRIVER

DRIVER
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BOXING/MMA

To bet on boxing, tell the ticket writer the bet number of the boxer you 
wish to bet and the amount you wish to wager. Boxing odds are shown 
using a “Money Line.”

The Money Line: Odds for a game based on $1.00. A “minus” (-) preceding 
the number indicates a favorite. A “plus” (+) preceding the number 
indicates an underdog.

Example:

Fury is favored to win the bout. If Fury wins, a $26 bet would win $10 and 
return $36. If Wilder wins, a $10 bet would win $22 and return $32.

A draw on a straight bet will refund your bet.

Boxing matches often feature money line proposition wagers on 
knockouts, draws, rounds and the duration of the fight. Odds vary on  
each fight.

ODDSBET NO.

-2602001 TYSON FURY

+2202002 DEONTAY WILDER III

BOXER

KNOCKOUT!
SOUTH DAKOTA’S SPORTSBOOK

“STILL UNDEFEATED”



GOLF

Among gamblers, golf is considered one of the two fastest-growing sports to 
bet on (auto racing is the other).

The most basic form of golf betting involves picking the winner of a 
tournament. Typically a sports book will list 50 or more individual golfers 
along with a field (all others) option, at various odds.

For example, Tiger Woods may be listed at 2-1, Phil Mickelson at 25-1, Jordan 
Spieth at 100-1, etc. If you bet $10 on Mickelson at 25-1 and he goes on to win 
the tournament, you win $250 plus your $10 back, for a total payoff of $260.

Another popular form of golf betting involves matchup propositions, in 
which two golfers are paired against each other in a head-to-head wager, 
with a betting line on each golfer set by the oddsmaker. The golfer with the 
better (lower) score wins the matchup. (If one golfer continues play in the 
tournament after his opponent misses the cut, the golfer who continues  
play wins the matchup.)

For example, a matchup may pit Mickelson (minus 125) against Justin  
Rose (plus 105). If you bet $125 on the favored Mickelson, the payoff  
would be $100 plus your $125 back, for a total of $225. If you bet $100  
on the underdog Rose, the payoff would be $105 plus your $100 back,  
for a total of $205.

Some matchups pit one (usually very good) golfer against two or more 
others. For example, Woods may be pitted against Phil Mickelson, Rickie 
Fowler III and Brooks Koepka. To determine the winner, take Woods’ score 
and compare it to the best (lowest) score recorded by the three others.

Especially in major tournaments, some sports books offer odds on unusual 
golf propositions, such as the over/under on the winning score, the over/
under on the lowest round by any golfer or the over/under on the finishing 
position by a particular golfer. For example, the over/under on Woods’ 
finishing position may be 3 1/2. If he finishes first, second or third in the 
tournament, the “under” wins; if he finishes fourth or worse, the “over” 
tickets cash.

Rules vary, but usually your golfer must tee off in the tournament for 
“action” (meaning once he tees off, you will either win or lose your bet).  
If for some reason he does not tee off, this is usually considered “no action” 
and tickets are refunded.

In head-to-head matchup propositions, both golfers must tee off for action.

MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.  
If you or someone you know has a gambling problem, call the Problem Gambling Helpline at 1-888-781-HELP.



HOCKEY

To bet on hockey, tell the ticket writer the bet number of the team you 
wish to bet and the amount you wish to wager. If your team covers the goal 
spread, you win. The payout is based on a “Money Line”.

THE GOAL SPREAD

When betting on hockey, the team you bet on must “cover the spread.” This 
means the team must win or not lose by a predetermined margin of goals.

The Money Line: Odds for a game based on $1.00 A “minus” (-) preceding 
the number indicates the team is a favorite. A “plus” (+) preceding the 
number indicates the team is an underdog.

Example:

Note: The bottom team is always listed as the home team unless otherwise noted.

The Islanders are 1 1/2-goal favorites to win. The Rangers must win the game by 
at least two goals to be a winner. If you bet on the Sharks, you win your bet if:

 (a) The Rangers win the game.

 (b) The Rangers lose the game by not more than 1 goal.

 Note: The money line is used in conjunction with the point spread.  

 If the Islanders win by 2 goals; a $15 bet would win $10 and return $25.  

 If the Rangers win, or lose by one goal; a $10 bet would win $13 and return $23.

Total: Total points scored in a game. Also called the over/under.

You may wager that the total score of the game will be more or less than the 
number listed. It makes no difference which team covers the spread. Simply 
add the final scores of each team. The payout, unless stated otherwise, is 
figured at odds of 10/11 (-110).

HOCKEY PARLAYS

You may combine several teams into one wager. All teams must win to win the bet. 
Hockey parlays are figured out by calculating the payout for the first game, based 
on the money line, then applying that amount to the next game and so forth.

MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.  
If you or someone you know has a gambling problem, call the Problem Gambling Helpline at 1-888-781-HELP.

BET NO.

401 RANGERS +1.5 +130

402 ISLANDERS -1.5  5-150

TEAM LINE TOTALMONEY LINE
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